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Review Religons and Ancient Beliefs
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Across
2. United the tribes and established Jerusalem as the 

capital, and founded a dynasty.

5. Chinas most important influential schooler believed 

society should be organized under five key relationships. 

Good rulers mean good people.

6. The action of enlightening or the state of being 

enlightened

7. A group of nomadic people who may have come from 

the steppes-dry grassland that stretched north of the Caucasus

8. An individual or soul or spirit is born again and again 

until moksha is achieved

13. The multi promise between god and the founder of the 

Hebrew people

18. Great Indian epic poem that reflects the struggles of the 

Aryans as they moved south into India

20. good or bad deeds follows from one reincarnation to 

another

21. God choice him to be the “father” of the Hebrew 

people

23. Reject the government. The Dao “the way” guides all 

things

25. the belief in only one god

26. Everything in the universe has a soul and should not be 

harmed

28. Peace money a weaker power gives to a powerful one 

so that they won’t attack them

30. Where the Phoenicians lived eastern end of the 

Mediterranean Sea

31. The first of the three kings. Mainly chosen because of 

success in driving out the philistines

32. The first five books of the Hebrew Bible Jews call them

33. Castes

34. A group of Indo-European that occupied the land 

between the Caspian and Aral Sea.

Down
1. Four collections of prayers, magical spells, instructing 

for performing rituals

3. The movement of people from one region to another 

happens in waves over a long period of time

4. Four collections of prayers, magical spells and 

instructions on how to perform rituals

9. The Buddha’s word for release from selfishness and 

pain

10. Buddhist doctrine or teaching

11. Strict Government. Control thinkers and their ideas- 

people are all evil

12. the kingdom in south when Israel separated

14. Ancient home of Hebrews later called Jews

15. The new kingdom; united under three kings

16. A huge peninsula in modern day Turkey that goes out 

into the Black and Mediterranean Seas. (Also called Asia 

Minor)

17. Perfect state of understanding and a break from the 

chain of reincarnation

19. the man who lead the Hebrews out of slavery

22. At the top of the social class in the Aryans cast system

24. A group of Indo-European that occupied Anatolia 

(modern day Turkey)

27. Trained Civil services or those who run the government

29. Most powerful of Hebrew kings. He wanted to beautify 

Jerusalem so he built The Great Temple in Jerusalem to 

glorify god


